Computronics has a variety of
flexible LED, LCD and Plasma
electronic display solutions for
cinemas, including:






TEXTLITE Display Systems
Multi-Line LED Box Office Displays
LED Door Signs
Text/Graphic Displays
AnimatorPRO - Combines the
power of LED with images
Programmable LCD/Plasma Screens
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Since the evolution of the multi cinema
complex, Computronics TEXTLITE electronic
display systems have been the industry
benchmark.
From the national operators to an increasing
list of independents, TEXTLITE is the preferred
system every time.
Computronics have software modules to
interface with most of the popular ticketing
systems with various operating modes.
Computronics has 30 years of experience
in electronic signs and displays. Browse the
Computronics website for further examples
of products and applications or contact us
today for a no obligation discussion and
quote.

www.computronics.biz
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Discover the Power of LED
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People actually read LED messages;
being accustomed to reading LED
messages at airports, cinemas, roads
and train stations.
Clearly visible day or night; legible
at greater distance than similar-sized
illuminated signs.
Change messages, at no charge,
whenever required. (Static signs cost
money to change.)
LEDs are reliable, low maintenance,
‘Solid State’ devices (not globes) that
have a long life span of over 100,000
hours. LEDs run on low voltage and
use little power, meaning BIG savings
on power bills.

Computronics
Established in 1976, Computronics has
progressed to become one of the world
leaders in the design and manufacture of
LED electronic displays.






A public company(ASX-CPS)
Inhouse R&D
Products built to World’s Best Standards
Service technicians available nationwide
2 year warranty for parts and service

For more information
or an obligation free
proposal:

6.
1. Greater Union Campbelltown 2. Hoyts Chatswood 3. Greater Union Bondi Junction
4. Fox Studio Sydney 5. Greater Union Parramatta 6. Greater Union/Hoyts Sydney City

Phone: 1300 888 506
Email: sdsales@computronics.biz

Computronics
Corporation Ltd

